POSITION TITLE
LIVE SOUND AUDIO ENGINEER

SUMMARY
The Word Church seeks to hire a qualified Audio Engineer to:

- Minimize unwanted sounds
- Regulate volume levels and sound quality
- Set up ambient sound microphones
- Collaborate with producers and performers
- Provide oversight during live production
- Meet Ministry quality standards
- Maintain and repair equipment

SALARY / WAGES
Compensation is negotiable. Contractor work is preferred.

ESSENTIAL JOB RESPONSIBILITIES
- operate the equipment necessary to record sounds for recordings that might be strictly audio or that might also include video. Even if recordings include video, the audio engineer is responsible only for the sounds recorded. Audio engineers also will handle equipment necessary for producing the best sound for live performances and possible post production work.

TECHNICAL QUALIFICATIONS
- Mastery of Audio equipment including but not limited to soundboards and microphones.

GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS
- A strong portfolio of previous clients, projects and related references
  - The ability to work a flexible schedule
ADDITIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

Additional qualifications that would improve an applicant’s standing encompass a strong focus on to learn and adapt to the demands of the position, and so a demonstrated ability to succeed in that capacity may balance out any artificial lack of qualifications or experience.

APPLICATION

Apply online at wordcity.org